
sound-space objects and projected sound-spaces :
what relationships ?

sounds and documents available at http://sonsdanslair.free.fr/captures-despaces.htm



Some special terms based on the sound-object concept from Pierre Schaeffer :
the spatial mass : the space occupied by the sound inside the projected space (speaker field) with its :
� site : the place where the sound seems to "be", it can be absolute or relative (to a listener)

area : how the spatial mass is spread inside the projection space
� density : how the weight is distributed inside the area, its complexity
� shape : how the spatial mass is organized in the physical dimensions of the projected space

the spatial imprint : the spectral characteristics that the listener interprets as spatial signatures,
such as distance, place, movement etc.
> and also the (spectral) mass : the space occupied by the sound in the pitch field (frequency domain),
and the profile : the evolution in time of the sound-object's criterions (mainly here : spatial mass,
spectral mass and dynamic)

�  space-object : a sound-object including its spatial criterions, with or without an external reference
�  projected space : the sound space characteristics determined by a combination of speakers
 (dimensions, organisation, resolution...)
 point-object : 0 dimension (discreet space = 1 channel)
 line-object : 1 dimension (discreet space = minimum 2 channels)
 surface-object : 2 dimensions (discreet space = minimum 3 channels)
 volume-object : 3 dimensions (discreet space = minimum 4 channels)
�  image-object : it assumes a known position of the listener relative to the speakers (and possibly
 some distance between the capture system and the sound sources)



values of Schaeffer' (spectral) mass and analogy with the spatial mass :
�  son pur            = site ponctuel
�  son tonique         = site centré sur une aire étroite, densité régulière
�  groupe tonique        = aire non continue ou densité variable
�  cannelé            = zones de densité variable repérables
�  groupe nodal         = zones de densité variable non repérables
�  son nodal           = masse large
�  bruit blanc ou coloré     = masse répartie sur l'ensemble de l'espace projeté



1
a sample of sound-space objects captures



point-object : static image

1 cardioid microphone handheld at proximity
(narrow framing and high magnification)



point-object : mobile image

flying mosquito in a small room,
mobile handheld microphone
(variable/moving spatial-imprint)



volume-object : static image

2 metal lids gently clashing
4 channels coincident recorder at proximity, no field dimensions coherence



surface (planar) object : static image

old window open/close action
6 microphones placed at the edges on both sides (like a stereophonic image with height)



surface (planar) object : mobile image

4 contact microphones fixed on a paper placed on a table,
fast gestures with a pen



line/surface object : mobile image

in both cases 8 microphones in line, very different spatial-imprints :
1. metal ball on concrete floor in a large hall (1 meter spaced)
2. small wood ball on parquet floor in a room (30 cms spaced)



surface object : mobile image

8 surface microphones on a
parquet floor around the room
(5 meters wide)
walking around near the
microphones (or going out)



composite surface objet : static image

    18 channels recording with children, the layout was
                   3 circles (8 + 6 + 4) in a 200 m² place,

                      each children was closed to one microphone *

* see "Tournages"



volume-object : mobile capture

3 LOM Elektrosluch electromagnetic stereo microphones
played along a LCD screen, the gestures generate both
the spectral and spatial masses variations



composite object (image + object)

six microphones with different characteristics plus a binaural system
(weared by a real person) on a hillside, several people searching for silex stones...
no spatial coherence inside the global mass



3D composite image-object

14 microphones tree as 2 height levels (8 + 6)
a dozen people chatting and making little noises all around :
volume mass with a combination of different imprints components



image-object : 1D field

stereophonic panorama with a combination of
different imprints components



image-object : 2D field

2D ambisonic recording : cars passing with horns / public in a concert hall



image-object : 3D field

ambisonic recording in St-Étienne's railway station hall
(combination of different imprints components...)



2
exemples of integration of

these space-objects into a projection space



reminder of a few simple projection spaces, focused or not :

scenic "acousmonium"NHK 22.2 front screen

1D stereophony and 2D 5.1

octophonic circle and cube
dome

low-res 3D surround



the importance of the projection
space's resolution and organisation

Stockhausen Oktophony : low resolution / very wide
field, use of phantom masses
BEAST acousmonium : complex objects are possible
but only surrounding the people
4D Sound : it can support all kinds of spatial objects
> the lower resolutions means more use of fields (phantom
 images), the higher ones can support complex objects



Note : for this presentation I will use most of
the time a virtual 25 channel dome projection
space adapted to a 12 channels circle.
The tools will be mainly Reaper's ReaSurround
and the "Dome" series of AcousModules.



point-object => point size site

the old, but efficient, way : one sound = one channel = one speaker
the site is usually well defined relatively to the space
(spectral mass equivalent = "pure sound")



point-object => wide area
the site can be more or less blurred, like a spot instead of a point,
with a fine control over its area (separate levels) or according
to a spatialization method (ambisonic), all the projection points
share the same spectral mass (but not the same weight...)
(spectral mass equivalent =  "tonic sound")



point-object => site's profile (narrow area)
=> moving site along or inside (phantom site) the projection space
(spectral mass equivalent = continuous pitch variation)



surface or volume objects => integration in a 2D/3D space
with respect of the original spatial mass's shape...



... or not : variable size
and density of the area
(spectral mass equivalent =
"complex sound")

the area can be more or less continuous
and well-balanced according to the
variable density of its components
("fluted" area)



surface/volume-object with mobile capture or mobile image

=> different size and density areas by arbitrary static channels distribution...





...or by global profile or animation

the spatial mass’ shape can be animated
by density or individual channels' site
modulation



composite surface-object
=> correspondance between the microphones
and the speakers positions of the total system



composite volume image-object

=> relative position of microphones and speakers,
or scaled reproduction of the physical original
capture system



composite-object arbitrary space

=> simulation of the relationships between the area components,
its density and the different spatial-imprints



image-object / 1D field
=> variable phantom area size



image-object / 2D or 3D field
=> total or partial correspondance of the
space-object to the global projection space





3
some examples of processing links

between objects' criterions



processing of the spatial imprint : global or selective

the resulting spatial mass can have a wider area than the original one



variable spatial-imprint according to the image movement
(= distance or room size simulation)

selective density spatial-imprint
(= non "realistic" use of the imprint as spectral-mass processing)



selective density spatial-imprint :
the density of the spatial mass is transformed
by changing some of its channels' imprint



profile based variable spatial-imprints :
the spatial mass density is transformed according
to imprint zones along its site's profile



dissociation of the spectral mass ("demixing") into a new spatial mass with a wider area
and complex density

the new spatial mass can be then spread
or aggegated into the projection space

(spectral mass equivalent = white or filtered noise)



1. spectral and dynamic
components separation
from one single channel



2. 3D area size and shape processing...

in a 2D½ (dome) or in a 3D (ring) projection space



3. ... or spectral-mass spatial exploration

the spectral mass' frequency density zones are linked to the spatial mass density zones



temporal shifting of the spectral-mass components
with preservation of the spatial-mass characteristics (area / density / shape)...



... or with creation of a totally new spatial mass



association of temporal and spectral shiftings with
the spatial mass's processing

the resulting area/density/shape
combination can be considered
as a new static complex spatial
mass, or dynamically played
to animate the relationships
between the spectral and the
spatial mass criterions



granular processing in association between all the objects' criterions

simultaneous processing of the grains' size, rate,
pitch and the spatial mass' site, area and density



4
playing (with) objects



direct linear gestures

the same gesture draws both
the spectral mass, the dynamic
and the spatial mass profiles,
there is a correspondance between
the spatial site and the other
criterions values of the sound



direct complex gestures
the same gesture is reponsible of
the spectral mass, the dynamic
and the various spatial mass
characteristics (site/area/
density/shape) in a complex
way...



relayed gestures and automatic processes

the gestures influence how the processes transform the spatial mass and the other sounds' criterions
in more or less linked ways



5
etc.



les configurations de l'atelier des sons dans l'air
et de l'acousmobile





cinéma 42 (compatible NHK 22.2 et moins) cirque 52

dome 43 réseau 48



cinemacousmatics
l'arène sonique



sonarium


